Youtube the trooper

It was released as the second single on 20 June from the band's fourth studio album , Piece of
Mind It was one of only a few songs to get much radio airplay in the United States, thus peaking
at No. A live version of the song, from Death on the Road , was issued in Written by bassist and
founding-member Steve Harris , the song is based on the Charge of the Light Brigade at the
Battle of Balaclava , which took place during the Crimean War , [2] and inspired by Lord
Tennyson's poem of the same name. The single's accompanying music video included clips of
a cavalry battle from the film The Charge of the Light Brigade , starring Errol Flynn and Olivia de
Havilland , [7] which the BBC refused to play unedited, deeming the footage too violent. A
regular fixture in the band's concerts, vocalist Bruce Dickinson has always waved a Union Flag
during live performances and, more recently, has begun wearing an authentic red coat uniform
which would have been worn during the battle on which the song was based. While the band
were receiving criticism from Sharon Osbourne in , at the time justifying her attack on the band
at the Ozzfest , she accused Iron Maiden of disrespecting American troops, then fighting
alongside the British in Iraq , for waving a Union Flag in the US, although Classic Rock
magazine supported the band by pointing out that the song's subject bore no relation to the
military activity then taking place in the Middle East. On 15 August , a live version of the song
was released from the then upcoming live album, Death on the Road. On 24 April , during Iron
Maiden's performance in Beijing their first in China , Dickinson did not bring out a flag while
performing "The Trooper" as part of the request from the Chinese government to allow Iron
Maiden to perform in the country. Iron Maiden created a beer called " Trooper ", named after the
song. During the course of the Troubles in Northern Ireland the image of Eddie , as he appears
on the sleeve of "The Trooper", became an unofficial mascot of the Ulster Freedom Fighters
loyalist paramilitary group and was the main figure on a number of the group's murals. The
loyalist representation frequently carried a tattered flag with the emblem of the Ulster Defence
Association rather than the Union Flag as on the Iron Maiden sleeve. Production credits are
adapted from the 7-inch vinyl cover. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article is about
the song by Iron Maiden. For the professional wrestler, see The Patriot wrestler. For the
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Connecticut State Police are investigating after a trooper was filmed berating a motorist during
a profanity-laced traffic stop on the Pearl Harbor Memorial Bridge, with the trooper barred from
interacting with the public, according to the agency. Spina goes on to find marijuana in the car
â€” the motorist says he has a medical license â€” and contin
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ues to speak heatedly to the motorist throughout the stop, justifying his driving as an attempt
to catch another motorist. The stop lasts for roughly five minutes. In the description of the video

on YouTube, the man alleges that Spina threatened to throw him off the bridge if he were to
come across him again. That phrase could not be confirmed by listening to the video. Spina
tells the motorist that police officers are permitted by law to disregard traffic laws during the
performance of their duties. Warning , the video on YouTube, as seen here , will be disturbing to
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